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Transform Your Home with Timeless Elegance Marble / Granite Flooring for Your Residential Real Estate
	Our Mission
	Our Vision

	Provide homeowners with high-quality marble and granite flooring solutions that enhance the beauty and value of their residential real estate. We strive to offer a wide range of marble flooring options that cater to the unique needs and preferences of our customers while providing exceptional customer service and expert advice.


	To be the leading provider of premium marble and granite flooring solutions for residential real estate. We aim to constantly innovate and improve our products and services to meet the evolving needs of our customers. We aspire to be recognized for our commitment to quality, integrity, and excellence in all aspects of our business operations.







Our Products
Elevate Your Home's Style with Our Stunning Marble and Granite Flooring Collection
Your one-stop shop for the finest marble and granite flooring options for residential properties. We comprehend that your home serves as a haven for you and that you want it to showcase your distinct sense of style and personality.



Local Marble

We are proud to offer a selection of locally sourced marble flooring options for residential real estate. From elegant white marble to striking black marble, our locally sourced options provide a range of natural colors and patterns that will enhance the beauty and value of your home.



View Products

Import Marble

For residential real estate, we provide a beautiful range of imported marble flooring solutions. Our imported assortment offers a range of solutions to fit your style preferences, from the timeless elegance of Italian Carrara marble to the striking and dramatic veining of Spanish Emperador marble. 



View Products


Granite

Granite is a great alternative if you’re seeking for elegant, classic, and long-lasting flooring options for your home. We’ll introduce you to granite flooring and all the advantages it might have for your living spaces.



View Products

Special Works

Whether you’re looking for intricate patterns, custom inlays, or unique finishes, our skilled craftsmen have the expertise to bring your vision to life. We only use high-quality materials to ensure that your FLOORING, BALUSTER, CHIMNEY, COLUMNS and ROSETTE is not only beautiful but also durable and long-lasting.
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Get Your Desired Marble/Granite
Join us as we explore the grace and beauty of marble flooring, and allow us to work with you to turn your house into a magnificent work of art.


Contact Us

Marbrerie Sassi

[email protected]




+817 7011 3655




	
	
	













